City of East Lansing Fire Department
Two Week Incident Report for
April 21, 2017 – April 27, 2017
Total number of incidents responded to: 106
EMS/Rescue = 83

Fires = 2

Good Intent Calls = 5

False Calls = 16

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Fires Reported in FireRMS
April 26, 2017, 4:32 p.m. - Called for fully involved structure fire assist to BTFD. B-11 arrived to find
some damage to an AC unit, and smoldering mulch, but no fire. Occupants put out what appeared to be
discarded cigarette thrown in mulch fire, with extinguishers. We mopped up and investigated until BTFD
had enough personnel on scene to take over. Cleared and returned to station 1.
April 26, 2017, 4:40 p.m. - T-12 was dispatched to a car fire near Demonstration Hall. T-12 in route when
notified this was a possible brush fire. T-12 arrived in area to find MSU PD on scene with bus that was on
fire. T-12 arrived to find bus stopped on roadway with fire coming from rear exhaust near roof area.
Driver states everyone off the bus. He was driving when he saw excessive white smoke from rear of the
vehicle. I noted oil sprayed on roadway and a puddle beginning under the engine in rear of the bus. T-12
crew pulled a hose line for extinguishment. T-12 accessed the engine compartment and saw no active
flames any longer. It looks as though oil sprayed within engine area and onto the exhaust system where it
caught fire. No major fire damage noted. T-12 crew placed peat sorb under bus to contain leaking oil. T12 awaited mechanic and tow vehicle. Mechanic stated that the bus blew a "turbo". Vehicle was towed
away and T-12 continued with residual clean up. T-12 used approx. 1# peat sorb to clean motor oil.
Training Reported in FireRMS
April 25, 2017, 11-12 a.m.-Other Administration Training- Ambulance billing company presented
information about our EMS run reports. The object is to fill out all the necessary information to get
insurance companies to approve payment for ambulance service.
April 25, 2017, 10-11 a.m.- Preparatory- TCEMCA video on common errors in EMS reports.
Chief Complaints of EMS Calls
Unknown Medical Reason-1
Abdominal pain = 6
Abnormal lab values = 1
Alcohol withdrawal = 1
Altered mental status = 4
Ankle pain-2
Arm pain = 1
Assaults = 2
Back pain = 2
Change in responsiveness = 1
Cars vs. Deer = 1
Chest pain/DIB = 5
Dizziness-3
ETOH = 15

Falls = 1
Febrile Seizure = 1
Foot injury = 1
Head pain/lacerations = 1
High blood sugar = 1
Hyperglycemia-1
Incapacitated-4
Increased Heart Rate-1
Knee pain = 1
Lacerations =2
Leg injury/pain = 4
Lift assist = 1
Nausea = 1
Near Syncope-2

Neck Stiffness-1
Nose Bleed-1
Overdose-4
Pain Generalized-1
Pain all over-1
Pain in right shoulder-1
Peg tube pull out-1
Right knee Pain-1
Shoulder Pain-1
Suicidal attempt-1
Syncope = 2
Unresponsive = 1
Vomiting-1
Weakness-1

